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Executive Summary 
A digital business observability program analyzes both IT and business data to help cross-functional 
teams gain new competitive insights. It enables them to combine IT data such as system log files with 
business data such as database records. Then they can search, query, and apply ML models to the 
combined datasets. Digital business observability adds BI and data science to operations observability, 
which analyzes the performance, utilization, cost, and user experience of applications and their underlying 
infrastructure. Enterprises that address digital business observability can increase productivity, efficiency, 
and innovation. They can support use cases such as marketing, sales, or customer service campaigns; 
digital product design, and financial operations (FinOps.)

Eckerson Group recommends the following guiding principles for enterprises to succeed with digital 
business observability:

 > Assemble your team. Digital business observability programs need ITOps and/or CloudOps engineers, 
data analysts, and data scientists, as well as business owners from finance, product, sales, or marketing. 
An executive sponsor should provide strategic direction and oversight.

 > Define your use cases. Interview each team member to identify and prioritize potential use cases. 
Perhaps you can generate more sales leads by studying website traffic patterns, or improve FinOps 
initiatives by designing digital products that consume fewer cloud resources. 

 > Consider new architectural approaches. The requirements for multimodal analytics, scalability, and 
performance might require new tools or architectural approaches. Consult your ITOps and/or CloudOps 
engineers to identify gaps in what you have today, and how to close those gaps.
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Introduction
The divide between business and IT bedevils enterprises in many ways. One persistent and growing 
gap relates to operations observability, that is, the monitoring and optimization of IT systems. Many 
enterprises fail to capture the full business value of this discipline, thanks to siloed datasets, tools, and 
teams. While operations observability programs can help make IT services more stable and agile, silos 
prevent them from generating the insights that businesses need to innovate. Customer engagement, 
efficiency, and profitability suffer as a result.

For example, IT operations (ITOps) engineers might use an observability tool to monitor the performance 
of their e-commerce application. They might find logs showing which customers experienced downtime 
and then abandoned their shopping cart. The ITOps team can use these findings to improve application 
response time and availability. But, operating within its own silo, the ITOps team cannot produce the 
right insights to help business owners retain those frustrated customers by redesigning their sales portal 
or building a customer-service campaign.

Time for Digital Business Observability
Digital business observability programs help close this IT-business gap and create insights that foster 
innovation. These programs help ITOps and cloud operations (CloudOps) teams collaborate with data 
analysts, data scientists, and business owners in creative ways. They can combine IT data such as system 
log files with business data such as database records, then search and query the combined datasets. 
This deepens their understanding of business opportunities and risks, enabling cross-functional teams 
to win revenue, improve processes, and gain competitive advantage. 

Digital business observability analyzes IT and business data to help 
enterprises better understand opportunities and risks.

Digital business observability blends three types of programs: operations observability, business 
intelligence, and data science (see figure 1). 
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Figure 1. Digital Business Observability Blends Three Programs

Operations observability. Derived from application performance management, operations 
observability analyzes the performance, utilization, and cost of applications and their underlying 
infrastructure, as well as the experience of internal or external application users. ITOps, CloudOps, and 
DevOps engineers within IT use operations observability tools to optimize their software and hardware. 
Operations observability addresses elements such as applications, containers, storage, compute 
clusters, and network infrastructure in hybrid and cloud environments. It analyzes three types of semi 
structured data: logs that capture IT events such as service request or errors, metrics that measure levels 
such as system utilization, and traces that describe sequences of events across elements.

Business intelligence. For decades enterprises have used BI programs to analyze business indicators, 
measure company performance, and assess market trends. Modern BI programs also seek to forecast 
market opportunities, predict events, and recommend actions. BI tools help data analysts within 
business teams create reports and dashboards that encapsulate these findings. Data analysts also now 
use machine learning (ML) models and other outputs of data science programs to assist their predictions 
and recommendations. BI programs tend to analyze structured data such as tabular records in a 
database or file system. BI tools and methodologies can help analyze and visualize IT systems as well.
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Data science. Enterprise data science programs classify, predict, and recommend outcomes to support 
use cases such as customer pitches, content personalization, dynamic pricing, preventive maintenance, 
and fraud detection. Data scientists use artificial intelligence (AI) tools, focused on ML in particular, to 
model trends, risks, and opportunities. Data science encompasses a wide range of data types, including 
structured data such as tables, semi-structured data such as log files, and unstructured data such as 
images or text files. Data science tools and methodologies can help analyze IT systems as well.

Digital business observability represents the intersection of these three programs. By layering business 
insights onto IT systems monitoring, Digital business observability can enable both business and IT 
to achieve their strategic objectives. Product, sales, or marketing leaders can better understand how 
to engage customers on digital platforms. Operations leaders in a range of industries from retail to 
finance to manufacturing and others can streamline how they manage logistics and fulfill commitments. 
In all these cases, IT provides business leaders with the contextual insights they need to serve their 
stakeholders in a digitally transforming world.

Adoption Drivers
Two primary types of strategic initiatives raise the need for digital business observability. First and 
foremost is digital transformation. As enterprises digitize more of their operations and customer 
interactions, they create rivers of new data with potential insights. If they capture those insights, they can 
gain competitive advantage. If they don’t, they risk losing control of the business as customers run to 
more digitally-savvy rivals. The second key strategic initiative is data democratization. As more business 
owners dig into analytics, they ask creative questions about customers and markets that Digital business 
observability can help answer.

Challenges 
Digital business observability programs must overcome some tough challenges. Enterprise teams with 
varied skill sets can struggle to communicate with one another: consider the SQL-oriented data analyst 
or business-oriented product manager that tries to make sense of application logs and traces. Siloed 
tools create another challenge. Data analysts typically use BI tools to query operational records within 
databases, while ITOps or CloudOps engineers often use log analytics tools to search log files within 
object stores. Siloed tools like these are not designed for multifaceted datasets or workloads. In both 
cases, exploding data volumes create processing overhead that can delay analytical insights and risk 
budget overruns.

Digital business observability programs must break silos between teams and 
tools.
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Requirements
To overcome these challenges, digital business observability has three essential requirements: 
multimodal analytics, scalability, and compute efficiency.

 > Multimodal analytics. IT/CloudOps engineers, data analysts, and data scientists need shared tools 
that analyze data using multiple modes. IT engineers might need to search logs, query their search 
results, then work with data scientists to correlate their findings with sales or finance records using 
machine learning models. They need to switch between these analytical modes—searching, querying, 
and modeling—with minimal friction.

 > Scalability. Digital transformation and cloud modernization creates explosive volumes of new data, 
IT log files in particular, that enterprises need to store without breaking the budget. The longer they 
can retain this data—ideally for years—the more insight and analytical value they can create for the 
business.

 > Processing efficiency. Enterprises also need efficient methods of transforming and analyzing all this 
data. They need to create lightweight and flexible indexes that help search and query high volumes 
of log files, and absorb schema changes. They need to query and manipulate high volumes of fast-
changing transactional data. And they need to handle all these processing tasks on a timely basis, 
without consuming too many expensive compute cycles.

Digital business observability has three essential requirements: multimodal 
analytics, scalability, and compute efficiency.

Benefits
Digital business observability programs that meet these requirements can realize significant benefits. 
They can increase productivity as both IT engineering and analytics teams help one another achieve 
objectives and take smarter action. They can increase IT efficiency, streamline business processes, and 
gain flexibility to tackle new opportunities. With newfound collaboration, enterprises can create insights 
that help them innovate with both outbound initiatives and internal operations. They can increase 
revenue, reduce cost, and reduce risk.
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Bringing the Pieces Together
Digital business observability programs need careful planning and design to ensure they bring together 
the right data, from the right elements, and apply the right mix of analytical modes. Let’s consider the 
role and functionality of IT domains, including infrastructure and service delivery; business domains, 
including internal functions and external markets; and multimodal analytics, including search, query, 
and modeling modes. We will work from the bottom up in figure 2.

Figure 2. Digital Business Observability: Analytics and Domains

IT Domains
To analyze IT systems, stakeholders such as ITOps and CloudOps engineers must consider both IT 
infrastructure and service delivery. 

Infrastructure

IT infrastructure elements include storage, compute, network resources, and containers. Digital business 
observability analyzes logs and metrics to understand the performance, cost, and availability of each 
element, and analyzes traces to understand how they work together. All this helps cross-functional 
teams optimize the experience of users, customers in particular, and govern costs at a granular level.
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 > Storage. Elastic repositories such as Amazon Simple Storage Service (Amazon S3) and Azure Blob 
Storage, as their names imply, store data to support operational and analytical applications. 

 > Compute. Elastic compute clusters such as Amazon EC2 and Azure Virtual Machines perform 
computations to process data for applications. Compute clusters need careful oversight because they 
have a significant effect on workload performance and cost.

 > Network. Cloud providers shuttle data across their platforms using hubs, routers, and switches. While 
cloud users typically don’t see this traffic, it can impact their service levels.

 > Containers. A container bundles an application with whatever it needs to run, including system tools, 
libraries, and configuration files. Many enterprises use Docker containers and Kubernetes container 
orchestration tools.

Service Delivery

The service delivery layer comprises applications, users, and devices. Digital business observability 
analyzes logs, metrics, and traces to understand the health and interrelationships of these service 
delivery elements, as well as their impact on the user experience.

 > Applications. Modern enterprise users, including employees, customers, and partners, consume 
services from many types of applications. This might include customer-facing web applications, 
functional applications such as Salesforce, or collaboration platforms such as Slack.

 > Users. Employees, partners, and most of all customers consume IT services as they live, work, and 
play. Digital business observability programs analyze their experiences at an individual and group level 
to support the various use cases outlined earlier.

 > Devices. These users rely on devices such as laptops, smartphones and tablets as they consume 
IT services. Digital business observability analyzes how users and applications interact with these 
devices. 

Business Domains
To understand trends, opportunities, and risks, stakeholders such as data analysts and data scientists 
must analyze two business domains: internal functions and external markets.

Internal Functions

As with BI and data science programs, Digital business observability programs incorporate performance 
indicators for internal functions such as finance, sales, marketing, and products. These measurements 
serve as both an input and an output for Digital business observability programs.
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 > Finance. Common financial reports include quarterly income statements, balance sheets, and profit 
and loss summaries.

 > Sales. Enterprises measure the performance of sales teams by win/loss percentages, average deal 
size, and achievement of quarterly or annual quotas.

 > Marketing. Marketing teams measure the success of campaigns by the number of leads they generate, 
cost per lead, and revenue contribution.

 > Products. Common measures of product performance include revenue, cost, number of customers, 
price, and profit margin.

External Markets

In a similar vein, Digital business observability programs assess the contributions of entities such 
as customers, partners, and technologies to their current performance and future outlook. These 
measurements are both an input and output for Digital business observability programs.

 > Customers. Data analysts and other stakeholders apply the finance, sales, marketing, or product 
measurements listed above to customer segments or individual customers. 

 > Partners. They also measure the revenue, cost, and profitability of key partners, as well as their 
involvement with marketing campaigns and products.

 > Technologies. Business owners and other stakeholders assess the growth potential, opportunities, 
and risks of technological shifts. These might include the rollout of 5G networks or adoption of a new 
social media platform.

Multimodal Analytics
Now we sharpen our pencils! The essence of the business observability program is the ability to search, 
query, and model all this data that describes both IT systems and business domains.

 > Search. ITOps engineers search through logs, for example using the Elasticsearch engine, to identify IT 
events such as application service requests, server errors, or slowdowns of compute clusters.

 > Query. Data analysts and data scientists query data, primarily by using structured query language 
(SQL) commands to access and manipulate structured records within databases. SQL arose in the 
1980s and remains the lingua franca for querying business data.

 > Model. Data scientists and a rising number of data analysts apply machine learning models to identify 
patterns in multi-structured data and predict, classify, or recommend outcomes based on those 
patterns. ML models are the heart of predictive analytics projects of all types.
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By applying all three modes to both IT and business data and toggling as needed between modes, digital 
business observability breaks new ground. It supports a range of use cases, enabling stakeholders on 
both sides of the house to make smarter decisions and take smarter actions.

Use Cases
Let’s examine five categories of use cases for digital business observability: marketing, sales, customer 
service, product design, and financial operations (FinOps). In each case, enterprises combine IT and 
business data to drive cross-functional initiatives (see figure 3).

Figure 3. Use Cases

Marketing
Marketing teams can use digital business observability to build 360-degree views of customers and 
prospects across engagement channels. Here is how they bring IT data and business data together to 
create these views.

 > IT data. Marketing operations managers, with the help of ITOps engineers, analyze digital behavior 
by searching the clickstream logs and metrics that track user experiences on web pages or mobile 
applications. They measure time viewed, bounce rates, social media shares, downloads, and 
abandoned pages or shopping carts. If users click to accept cookie tracking, their activities might be 
cross-referenced by customer name, company name, or geography.
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 > Business data. Product marketing managers and data analysts, meanwhile, build customer profiles 
based on queries of databases or data warehouses that contain purchase histories, survey results, 
or customer service tickets. They also incorporate relevant findings from external datasets related to 
demographics, economic indicators, and competitor announcements. 

Marketing teams assemble 360-degree views that correlate these findings from IT and business data to 
drive compelling marketing campaigns. For example, the marketing team with a B2B software company 
might analyze the attributes and behavior of users that tried the free online version of its new software. 
Then they build social-media and email campaigns to generate leads among target audiences that have 
similar attributes.

Sales
In a similar vein, sales teams can use digital business observability to build sales campaigns based on 
analysis of IT and business data. 

 > IT data. ITOps engineers or marketing operations managers analyze similar data points as described 
above to understand users’ online behavior, in particular existing customers and existing leads. They 
search through log files and review metrics for their websites and mobile applications. Which content 
got the attention of their biggest accounts, and the key influencers within those accounts? When did 
they lose interest? They also search log files for new website visitors to answer similar questions.

 > Business data. Sales operations (SalesOps) managers, meanwhile, work with marketing managers 
and data analysts to query customer and lead information in their customer relationship (CRM) 
database. What have they bought, and what are they thinking of buying? These managers and 
analysts also might consult external research reports, industry news, or social media trends to better 
understand target buyers’ requirements.

Sales operations managers and sales leaders correlate these findings to build compelling sales 
campaigns. For example, the sales team at our B2B software company might devise a campaign to upsell 
their new product to existing users that tried the free version. Another sales campaign might promote 
their new product to prospects that downloaded a white paper. Both campaigns derive from deep 
knowledge of target buyers’ pain points, requirements, and influences.

Customer Service
Customer service teams can use digital business observability to improve service quality, both to address 
ad-hoc issues and build campaigns.
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 > IT data. ITOps engineers search through logs and review metrics to better understand how customers 
use their digital platforms. They identify events that put customer satisfaction at risk, such as error 
pages, aborted downloads, and abandoned shopping carts. They run traces to troubleshoot, assess 
the root cause, and remediate the issue. They also alert and generate reports for customer service 
leaders whose teams need to keep customers happy.

 > Business data. Marketing managers and data analysts, meanwhile, query CRM records to understand 
trends in customer purchases, service tickets, and satisfaction survey responses. They generate 
reports that help sales and customer-service leaders answer pressing questions. Are big or high-
growth customers happy? Have they encountered issues or made complaints? Managers and analysts 
also might consult external benchmarks to help sales and customer-service leaders compare their 
KPIs with competitors and industry standards.

Customer service leaders correlate these findings to help their teams maximize customer satisfaction 
(CSAT), retention, and repeat purchases. For example, the customer service leader at our B2B software 
company might establish a dashboard with continuous CSAT scores for top customers, based on all their 
digital and in-person interactions. They might use these scores to prioritize service tickets, notify sales 
teams of CSAT risk, and proactively contact top customers at the first sign of trouble.

Product Design
Product teams can use digital business observability to design sticky, satisfying digital experiences for 
customers—a key success factor in our fast-moving age. This can take many forms. The website designer 
for an e-commerce company might work with an ITOps engineer to analyze traffic and clickstreams 
across various web pages, and use those findings to enhance web content and make navigation paths 
more intuitive. The developer with a commercial bank might work with a DevOps engineer to analyze 
customer usage of their mobile application, and use those findings to enhance the next version. Both 
these teams can huddle with data analysts to ensure they focus their efforts on pleasing the customers 
that matter most to the business.

Financial Operations (FinOps)
Finance, IT, and various other stakeholders use the emerging discipline of FinOps to analyze and control 
the cost of cloud initiatives. FinOps depends on multiple sources of data, such as budget guidelines 
from finance managers, cloud performance and utilization metrics from ITOps engineers, and spending 
proposals from product teams. Digital business observability can help these cross-functional teams 
make the right FinOps decisions. For example, finance can huddle with ITOps to forecast cloud 
consumption costs with higher certainty. Product teams can huddle with ITOps to analyze customers’ 
online behavior, and with customer service to understand their satisfaction levels, before designing a 
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new cloud-based platform. In these and other ways, digital business observability provides the cross-
functional insights that enterprises need to trim costs, make stakeholders accountable, and improve the 
odds of staying within budget.

Next Steps
Digital business observability programs help close the divide between business and IT domains, 
enriching analytics of data from both sides. By searching, querying, and applying advanced models 
to all these multi-structured datasets, cross-functional teams can unearth new insights and drive 
innovative new projects. But enterprise teams must pay close attention to people and process—not just 
technology—to overcome challenges such as siloed tools, siloed teams, and exploding data volumes. 
The following guiding principles can increase the odds of success. 

 > Assemble your team. Digital business observability programs need a range of team members, 
including ITOps and/or CloudOps engineers, data analysts, and data scientists, as well as business 
owners from functions such as finance, product, sales, or marketing. An executive sponsor from the 
business should provide strategic direction and oversight, ensuring the program has the right business 
requirements and delivers measurable results.

 > Define your use cases. Once you have your team, interview each member to identify opportunities for 
improvement. Perhaps your marketing leader sees easy ways to generate more sales leads by studying 
website traffic patterns. Perhaps your ITOps engineer spotted common causes for abandoned 
shopping carts on your eCommerce site. Create an inventory of all your potential use cases, then 
prioritize them by criteria such as upside, feasibility, and level of effort.

 > Consider new architectural approaches. The requirements for multimodal analytics, scalability, 
and performance might require new tools or architectural approaches. Consult your ITOps and/
or CloudOps engineers to identify gaps in what you have today, and how to close those gaps. In all 
likelihood, your team will need to find a new tool that can search, query, or model multi-structured 
data that comes from both IT and business domains.
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